Curriculum Overview for Year 5 and 6 – Autumn 2 – Birch Class
English

‘Anatomy’ by Hélène Druvert
Purpose for Writing: Writing to Explain

‘Wallace and Gromit’s Cracking Contraptions’ by
Derek Smith
Purpose for Writing: Writing to Inform
For the next two weeks, we are going to continue with our
explanation text unit using the Cracking Contraptions text as
our model,
We will use this text to:
 Write a general explanation of a cracking
contraption, using strong verbs and sentences
beginning with when and as.
 Use expanded noun phrases with pre- and postmodification to describe the invention concisely.
 Write using the passive voice to create a formal
text.

Linking to our Ancient Egyptian topic and Science,
we will delve into the human body and find out
exactly what the Ancient Egyptians were getting
their hands on!
We will use this text to:
 Write a text that helps the reader to clearly understand
a process by linking our ideas and points logically.
 Guide the reader through a page of information by
considering the layout, font, emphasis etc.
 Ensure the meanings of technical/topic
vocabulary are
made clear so the
reader can learn
without feeling
overwhelmed by
new and difficult
information.

Art & Design
 First Week Back – Remembrance Art for
Church exhibition




In our first Shape unit we will:
In this 3 week unit we will:


interpret remainders as whole number remainders,
fractions, or by rounding, as appropriate for the context
multiply a 4 digit numbers by a two-digit whole number
using the formal written method of long multiplication
can divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one-digit number
using the formal written method of short division
use the grid method to multiply 3 or 4 digit numbers by 1
digit numbers
use multiplication facts to help me divide
use estimation to check answers to calculations and
determine, in the context of a problem, an appropriate
degree of accuracy








Science








draw 2-D shapes using given dimensions and angles
recognise, describe and build simple 3-D shapes, including
making nets
compare and classify geometric shapes based on their
properties and sizes and find unknown angles in any triangles,
quadrilaterals, and regular polygons
illustrate and name parts of circles, including radius, diameter
and circumference and know that the diameter is twice
the radius

Modern

In this we will take an in-depth look at the
developmental stages of the human life.
Stages of life we will explore include:






Development and Growth: from Foetus to
Child
Puberty: from Adolescence to Adulthood
We will also look at:
How to stay healthy
The role of blood and the heart
Transport systems of the body

Languages

French
Listen & engage
Ask & answer questions
Speak in sentences using familiar
vocabulary
Develop appropriate pronunciation

History
Pharaohs and Pyramids
We will be learning:
 About the Dynasties of Ancient Egypt
 Who the Pharaohs were and how they
ruled
 Mummification
 How was Egypt defended? A look at the
battles and weapons of
Ancient Egypt
 Pyramids – why they were built and
what for
 The Mystery of the Sphinx

Coping with stress - meditation

Geography


Next Half Term

Music
The History of Mus

Ancient Egypt
Animals including Humans

Food - War time Recipes
Ancient Egypt –
Pyramid building

Human Body – Drugs and Nutrition
(links to Science)
 Human Body – SRE – The stages of
Human growth and development and
how to coping with change.

Ancient Egyptian Art – Canopic Jars

Design & Technology

Geometric Reasoning – Block 1
Multiplicative Reasoning – Block 1







Mathematics

PHSE

Physical



In this topic the
children will be:
 Exploring the history of music and musical
instruments.
 They will learn about the evolution of
instruments, compositions, musical styles and
famous/iconic composers.
 The class will also continue to develop their
compositional skills as they’ll be given the task of writing a
piece of medieval music using the Dorian mode

Education

Religious

Education
Creation

Dance – Ancient Egyptian themed

Understanding Christianity


What do Christians learn from the
creation story?
 How do beliefs impact upon actions?

